We created Tong-Il Moo-Do to resolve struggles from body–mind disunity
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As the True Parents, we have earnestly sought to reach out to fallen humanity, trying to bring back one more nation, one more life to Heavenly Parent during our lifetime on earth, as well as to guide them to a position where they can receive blessings as true devoted children of Heavenly Parent.

It is with such ardency that we created Tong-Il Moo-Do. Unfortunately, the body does not follow what the mind desires. It is tremendously difficult to bring unity in the family, nation and world when the individual still struggles from body–mind disunity. However, we know God, the Creator, our Heavenly Parent. We also know that True Parents are our true parents. That place where you reach absolute unity with True Parents is the place where your bodies and minds become one.

I sincerely hope that through Tong-Il Moo-Do, you can live not only for yourselves, but also for your neighbors, tribe, nation, and world. Celebrating forty years today, Tong-Il Moo-Do is in a position of maturity and manhood. What then should you do, being in that position? Shouldn't you expedite your efforts? I sincerely hope and ask you all not to stop until you take your last breath, to boldly advance until you attain that position in which Heavenly Parent can bless you, saying, "You are my proud sons and daughters!" Tong-Il Moo Do has spread unification thought in more than 190 countries. In the Philippines, it has helped rehabilitate young drug addicts who had run away from home. In the Middle East, where there are ongoing religious conflicts, it opened the doors to dialogue and cooperation.